ABSTRACT: This paper establishes sufficient conditions for the controllability and null controllability of linear systems. The aim is to use the variation of constant formula to deduce our controllability grammiam, by exploiting the properties of the grammiam and the asymptotic stability of the free system, we achieved our results. @JASEM
Differential equations, in general, are an important tool for harnessing into single system and analyzing the inter-relationship between different components which otherwise may continue to remain independent on each other. It is known in Sebakhy and Bayoumi (1973) that, in the study of economics, biology and physiological systems as well as electromagnetic systems composed of such subsystems interconnected by hydraulic, mechanical and various other linkages, one encounters phenomena which cannot be readily modeled unless relations involving time delays are admitted. Models for such systems can be controlled. A delayed control on such systems will affect the evolution of the system in an indirect manner (Artstein and Tadmore, 1982) , where the decisions in the control function are shifted, twisted or combined before affecting the evolution. Models for systems with delay in the control occur in the study of gaspressures bipropellant rocket systems, in population models and in some complex economic systems etc. The controllability of systems with delays in the control has been studied by several authors see (Balachandran, 1987; Balachandran and Dauer, 1996; Chukwu, 1979; Onwuatu, 1989) . In particular Manitius and Olbrot (1972) studied the system
and gave sufficient conditions for the relative controllability of (1). Our interest, is to integrate the concept of null controllability into a generalized system with delay in state and control given by
We shall give sufficient conditions for the null controllability with constraint of (2) when relative controllability is assumed. Our results complement and extend known results. We now obtain a more convenient form of the solution (3) by expressing (5) as
BASIC NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
The solution ) (t x of system (3) at 1 t t = (Klamka, 1980) becomes
We now define the n n × controllability matrix of system (3), given by
Where T denotes transpose Definition 6 -The reachable set of system (3) 
To prove the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) let n E c ∈ , and assume that
It follows from this that c is orthogononal to the set ) , ( 0 1 t t P . We assume that system (3) is relatively controllable, then
, meaning that (iii) implies (ii). Conversely, assume that system (3) is not controllable, so that
To show that (i) implies (ii)
We define the operator 
